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Underwater Detection Using Coherent Imaging Techniques
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ABSTRACT

Tbis paper describes a novel method for detection of object characteristics using coherent imaging methods. Experimental
results are presented. The technique is particularly useful for identifying known or desired features of the object being
IUumiDated and is suited for detection under adverse conditions.

Asystem was demonstrated that generates real time surface contours with zoom capability using a spatial modulation approach.
The system is unique in that it uses video technology to generate patterns from a single variable spacing projection grating.
In the demonstrated projection system the distorted target grating is processed with a spatially matched filter. This is a binary
optical filter that passes information selectively. By using a special video processor this situation may be duplicated
electronically. The output of the video processor circuit can be an image showing equal depth contours superimposed on the
target or may be designed to produce different electronic signature information such as texture information.
In addition, noise reduction techniques have been used to reduce or remove the regular and distorted grating features, while
retaining object contours.

The adaptation of this method to turbid or scattering media is an object of current research. The approach relies upon coherent
signal processing techniques to recover generated patterns broadcast from the illumination device against the background.

I. INTRODUCTION

l.-l Existing Sensor Technology
Several underwater laser imaging systems are produced commercially. These systems operate on well known principles that
reduce the effects of scattering on the resulting image and therefore improve the image visibility in near shore water conditions.
S)1lchronous scan systems (SS) operate by minimizing the common volume occupied by the laser illumination and the detector
field-of-view l . LIDAR systems operate by time gating the receiver aperture to eliminate relatively intense backscatter
originating from the water while allowing the return from the target to be detected2. Both systems provide a specific set of
advantages, but neither necessarily utilize coherent detection methodology to improve performance. In addition, the systems
operate by producing reflectance maps of the scene being illuminated and are not particularly sensitive to object contour, shape,
or surface texture.

Real world scenes often exhibit nearly identical reflectance over a two dimensional cross section. making difficult the task of
interpreting depth cues, especially in turbid water at maximum range where the signal-to-noise ratio is low. Observation of
undersea objects with 2-D imaging devices requires sufficient contrast at spatial frequencies corresponding to the characteristic
features on the object surface. Features distributed in the range or depth dimension are often subject to misinterpretation since
reflectance information alone does not necessarily provide an adequate feature set for reliable detection or identification.
Additional information useful for object identification and characterization can be obtained by creating a range map or depth
contours. Standard video or still cameras are not able to obtain this information directly, although methods have been devised
(0 obtain shape, velocity, and position information using intensity gradient cues observed in the scene as a result of
illumination from natural or artificial light sources3,4. Unfortunately, many of these methods are still in the research stage and
are not proven for the variety of scenes found undersea
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Range or depth information has been available from LIDAR, structured illumination (e.g. via lriangulation), and intetferomrtr..
system approaches. The resolution achievable is dependent upon the laser pulsewidth, system geometry, and environment.:
parameters in each case. Although LIDAR and Iriangulation5 methods have received a significant amount of attention, thel J.
not offer the potential advantages of anintetferometric approach. lntetferometric systems6,7 can be classified as temporal;1 ,,'
spatially modulated types. Unfortunately, there have been relatively few papers describing the their application to underwalc
imaging and detection.

Holographic and other optical interferometric schemes have been investigated for use undersea but rely upon the coherenCe ,,'
the illuminating source and are subject to certain limitations imposed hy the optical properties of the medium. In a:

alternative approach, we have proposed the use of spatially modulated7 or coded wavefonns to offer an intermediate solution /,,:
obtaining additional feature information, and utilize novel optical techniques and signal processing algorithms for ohJr,
classification, feature extraction, and image restoration using minimum a-priori information.

2. BACKGROUND: LIMITATIONS OF CONVENTIONAL IMAGING METHODS

WIll]

The acquisition and formation of images in the underwater environment is governed primarily by scattering and absorplh'~

processes associated with water and associated suspended particles. Illumination is subject to absorption by water molecules all.:
subsequent conversion to heat or other light energy. Additionally, light is scattered by molecules and particles that remain I: ll1e
suspension. Scattering can be described by Mie, Rayleigh, Raman. and Fraunhofer (diffraction) theories with various degrees I', [or.
success, depending on the size, shape, and composition of the particles. The detailed scallering behavior associated WIll 'lh~,

singular non-spherical and multilayer particles bas been the subject of recent research and has been useful in creating models [,t nall
establishing the volume scattering behavior of particle fields. A great amount of effort has been put into the description ,': I fnr
optical scattering in hydrosols8. In seawater, the scattering tends to dominate in the forward direction, resulting in a blurrin~ ,,:
detail at high spatial frequencies. The amount of scattered light present is detennined by the volume scattering function9.11

'

and can be characterized by the volume scattering coefficient s and the volume absorption coefficient a. The assume,:
relationship of these quantities to the total attenuation coefficient cis:

c a + s
""asurablt ab,orp. cotf. ,cat/.,. cof,

The "beam attenuation" coefficient, c is the sum of both quantities (assuming Raman and fluorescent contributions aft

negligible) and is typically defined as the distance over which the flux in a collimated beam is observed to fall to lie of II'

initial value as measured with a detector having an infinitesimally small angular acceptance angle. The remainder of the Iigh'

that is not absorbed or scattered continues in the original direction of propagation, but is diminished in strength by a nearll

exponential dependence upon distance. The amount of light and its direction after reflection from the surface of the object I'

subject to the same processes as it travels toward the detector. Consequently, pholons returning from a reflective objecl Olay t<
greatly diminished in number in comparison to those being returned via the scattering process, depending upon the distance, tJ1l'
scattering to absorption crossection over the angular regions of interest, and the reflectivity of the object. Contrast in the lma~
is reduced by backscattered light arriving al the detector from the entire illuminated volume. The detected signal, if integra~
over a sufficiently long time period, can contain little infonnation from single reflective image points in the scene,
consequently is usually observed as a background illuminance level that adds noncoherently to the light field originatin~ on;
reflected from, objects in the scene. Light coming from each illuminated point on the object is subject to being spread 10 s
a way that it appears to the observer as though it were coming from a "blur" of points on the object and can be described b~ J

characteristic point spread function.

The relative degree of absorption. in comparison to scattering, depends upon the composition of the suspended matter andU~~
the types and quantity of dissolved substances. Both effects depend on optical wavelength and are characterized genencaJ ,
according to geographic region. The deep ocean optimally passes light in the blue-green portion of the spectrum whel

L

attenuation lengths (c- l ) of 20 meters are common. while in coastal regions values of 3-5 meters are characteristic wllil
maximums shifted toward the yellow.

If the photon loss due to absorption were the only effect, cameras having low light sensitivity would produce excellent irnag~:
requiring only tJle ability tn respond to the unscatlered light field returning from the scene. Unfortunately, !lle light scalle~l~
process is of !llC same order of magnitude a~ the absorption and therefore has a tendency to blur detail and to direct scall~1
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photonS back into the camera at a lime of arrival prior to that of the reflected. unscallered photons. thereby reducing the image
contrast. lbe relative degree or.;catler in the forward or backward directions is described hy the a~ynunetry factor g defined by

where prO) is the scalar phase function and f} is the angle with respect to the direction of propagation. 'The scalar phase function
is related to the volume scattering coefficient b and volume scattering function f3 by:

In seawater, the function is considerably forward peaked, but near a minimum at 90 degrees. At near forward angles
(miUiradians or less) the scattering is described by refractive index variations existing in the medium (turbulence) and may be
e~pressed as an rms variation in refractive index from which is estimated an expected modulation transfer function 12,13.

The asymmelry factor is zero for isotropic scattering, near minus one for highly backscattering media, and near one for highly
fOIWard scattering media. The relative value of b in relation to a is spectrally variant and for pure water is maximum near the
abSOrption minimum at approximately 475 nm giving water its apparent deep blue color. The volume scattering function is
naturally of great importance in determining the apparent contrast of in-water images. Its form is approxinnately characterized
for pure water over a limited angular range II and is very nearly that expected for Rayleigh scattering:

(2)

(6)

(3)

(4)

(5)

P(8) = 4Jr{3( 8) / b

2)[

b=2Jr jf3(f)Sin(8)d8.
o

21f

g =ffo~osf)[P(8)/ 4Jr]dn ,
o

f3 (f) )= f3( (J)90[Ao]432 [1 + O.835cos2(8)].
waru A

Image contrast is governed by the relative magnitudes between the scattering function integrated over the solid angle of view in
relation to the exponentially deeaying direct image component that is not scattered. The result is highly dependent upon the
illumination geometry, the spectral characteristics of the lighting, the ambient illumination, and in the case of artificially
Illuminated scenes, by the overlap regions between the illumination source and the camera field-of-view. It is generally
assumed that images can be formed over one or two attenuation lengths before Ihe image contrast becomes a limiting factor.
For illustrative purposes, assume Ihat light is emanating from a point on the surface of an object. At the camera, the
illumination field will consist of the sum of two components Es and Ed, the scattered and direct fields, respectively. These
components can be approximated by:

with b being defined as,

The laller function is empirically derived lO for a point source and can be evaluated as a function of cz. the auenuation length,
and $, the full angle width of the source. As the source becomes narrow in angular extent. the scattered component is reduced,
nul not nearly as rapidly as the direct component with increasing range. The ratio of direct to scattered illumination is plolled
In Figure I. For a typical cis ratio of 3. the two functions are equal al an auenuation lenglh of about I for source angles of 1t.

In reality, more Ihan one point is illuminated and scatter from all other points is summed at the camera, making the situation
worse than is described by Eq. 6 and Fig. I.
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Fig. 1. The ratio R of Ed to Es vcrsus attenuation length cz for cIs =3.

An underwater image of a test object taken at greater than 2 attenuation lengths (c1.>2) is shown in Figure 2. The brightly
illuminated portions are produced by scattered light from two illumination sources. The target is illuminated from forward
scattered Ii ht and would be visable over a limited s tial of the entire ima e area.

cz 10
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Fig. 2. Typical underwater image at greater than two allenuation lengths (cz>2).
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The primary limitation of the conventional imaging system is the loss of contrast, but the illuminance reduction is also of
conCern at many attenuation IengtlJs. If the scattered field were not present, the loss would be governed by the exponentially
deCfe3Sing value of Es . Al seven attenuation lengths, the illuminance is reduced by a factor of 10-5 in comparison to the value
at one atten~ali?n leng~. Conse:<JuenUy, lo~ light level ~eras are of great utility in u.nd~rseaimaging applic~tions. S.ince
contraSt limltaltons eXlsl, the slgnal.lo-nolse (SIN) rallo of the camera must be opttmlzed 10 order to achIeve opumal
infonnation retrieval. Although the illuminating beam has nol been expressly treated in the discussion above, it should be
obviOUS that narrowing its angular width and reducing tbe field-of-view of the detector can improve the system performance
subStantially. Spatially modulating the beam and the use of coherent detection methods can result in further improvements for
detection against background noise.

3. IMAGING APPROACH

3.1 Prototype 3-D Coherent Imaging System
We have designed and demonstrated a coherent imaging system that utilizes spatially modulated illumination (SMI) and
generates real time 3-D surface contours of remote objects with variable resolution and a zoom capability. The system. shown
schematically in Fig. 3. relies upon an Argon ion laser illuminated Michelson interferometer to project variable pitch structural
illumination.

system enclosure

zoom
optics -,

I
Ibeam I

splitter I
.-----......., J

projection I

optics :
I
I

video I
processor grating I

I generator :
I I

I 1 .11 I,computer r- _
Note: computer control of camera zoom not shown

Fig. 3. Variable resolution SMI imaging system.
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One mirror can be piezo-electrically rotated about its vertical axis, generating variable spatial frequency vertical interference
fringes. Specially designed optics must be used to eliminate the beam steering normally caused when the interferometer mirror
is rotated. When combined with a zoom system, both the projected area and the projected spatial frequency of the illumination
can be altered in real time. This means that targets of varying size, and at varying ranges, can be illuminated with structural
iUumination sized to the detail of the depth information desired. The projected beam is split into reference and target beams and
a zoom equipped reference video camera captures the variable pitch structured illumination projected on a flat plate. This
reference signal is the key to producing variable resolution Moir~ depth contours without physical gratings. Fig. 4 illustrates
an image taken with the SMI method. The reflectance map image taken with a standard camera is featureless by comparison.

Fig. 4. Image formed with SMI method.

The fringes projected on the target are distorted by the 3-D surface shape of the target. A second zoom equipped video camera
views the distorted fringes on the target. The two video signals (target and reference) are sent to a special video processor where
first, the target signal is filtered by me reference signal and second, a fraction of the reference signal is inverted and subtracted
from the composite signal. The result of the first stage processing is ~e video rate generation of an image of the target with
superimposed 3-D Moirt depm contours. These contours are Moirt patterns created by using me reference video signal to filter
me target video signal - where me reference signal is above a certain thr~shold, it is replaced with the target signal. What Ibis
does is generate a series of intersections of the target surface wim the flat reference surface. 1bese intersections are a set of equal
depth contours. The operation described so far is functionally equivalent to projecting a physical grating onto a target and
viewing that target through a second, matched physical grating in an intermediate focal plane - Le., conventional projection
Moire. The important difference between our system and one with physical gratings is that since we can vary the spatial
frequency of the projection gratings, we can vary the depth resolution in real time 5. The scene illuminated in Fig.4 has been
processed to display depth contours as shown in Fig. 5.

I·j!!. 5 Contour map display of !he information contained in !he image of rigA.
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The second stage of video processing provides signal to noise enhancement. By feeding back an illvertcd and lower contrast set
of reference fringes, the fringes seen on !he target can be reduced in real lime relative to the depth contours, thus increasing the
signal (contours) relative to the noise (the fringes). In our system, both stages of video processing are performed
simultaneously. If a semi-real time system is acceptable, the fringes can be completely eliminated, achieving even greater
sigrta!to noise enhancement, by using a second piezo driver to shift the interferometer fringes while perfonning a frame

averagel4 In addition to the real time depth contour display. the successive capture of a series of target images with shifted
strUctural illumination allows the off-line generation of an accurate 3-D model of the target surface giving target surface height

vs. x·y coordinates and allowing wire frame or other types of 3-D data displays 15.

system enclosure

zoom
optics

grating
generator

projection
optics

detector

optical processor

video
processor

I
I - - T - - -1.-..--.....
, 'SLM
I I

~---...,I
I I.-_-I--,r--_J-_..,
Ir---..,
I

L-.....,--.....II ""-_......
J I

3.2 Target Recognition by Use of Arbitrary Filters and/or Arbitrary Projection
We have demonstrated that special computer generated matched filters can be used to process structurally illuminated target
images in real time to produce a desired output when lbe target is recognized [10]. In order to do Ibis, Ibe 3-D shape of the
recognition target must be measured and video images must be made of the target under structured illumination. This data is
combined with a desired output pattern to compute the appropriate fJJter mask, which is then converted to a composite video
signal.
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Fig. 6. Prototype recognition system
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The form of the desired OUlput (Moir~) pattern must be carefully cbosen, willi some considerations including immunity to
misalignment, and whether the recognition system is to be autonomous, computer-aided, or human. The video filter mask can
be stored on video tape. or CD ROM or sent directly from the computer. This matched filter signal is sent to the video
processor described above in place of the reference camera signal. When the target camera views the correct target, then lhe
video processor produces the desired output signal in real time. Fig. 6 shows a prototype of sucb a system.

We have also demonstrated a hybrid video-optical real time target recognition system based on arbitrary Moirt l7. In this
system, the desired video output signal from the processor described above is in the form of a one-dimensional Fresnel zone
pattern, whicb is sent to a coherently illuminated spatialligbt modulator (SLM). The Fresnel zone plate in the SLM produced
a bright line focus on a CCO camera when the desired 3-D target was seen. A damaged but otherwise correct target also
produced a line focus but with reduced intensity in regions where the target was damaged. An incorrect target produced a greatly
reduced output. Current research is focused on generating a pass/fail or quality sort digital or analog output and allowing
recognition/sorting of multiple targets.

A significant variation on the arbitrary Moire method is to project a computer generated arbitrary mask on the target to produce
a desired video signal wben the target is recognizedI8. FIrst the 3-D surface shape of the target must be measured and the
desired output pattern determined. The desired panern is then warped with the correct surface shape to generate the projection
mask required. When the mask is projected on the correct target, the target's shape warps the mask into the correct pattern. An
issue in this design is that the recognition pattern must be optimized to differentiate between correct and incorrect targets. As
an example. a flat plate with a step was used as a recognition target. A completely flat plate was used as a wrong target and
good differentiation was seen on the step but (obviously) not on the flat parts of the false target that corresponded to the flat
parts of the correct target.

We are exploring a combination of these techniques including both arbitrary projection, arbitrary filtering, and optical
processing to produce a target recognition system that is immune to target range. rotation. and alignment.

4, POST PROCESSING

Image restoration for coherently illuminated submerged objects, using blind-deconvolution in a
Higher.Order Statistics (HOS) domain

Images produced by coberent or quasi-coherent illumination are subject to degradation by rWdom phase perturbations in the
medium(turbulence) and to interference resulting from mieroscale reflections that produce speckle,. These effects are encountered
in the course of imaging of astronomical objects through the atmosphere and in the case of underwater image formation using
pulsed lasers. The information encoded in the spatial modulated illumination techniques described is particularly susceptible to
turbulence effects due to its higb spatial frequency. High spatial frequencies are also subject to the MTF falloff cbaracteristic of
water at multiple attenuation lengths.

These effects are best described by the optical spread function (OSf) H( liJ1, liJ2 ) Let us assume that the medium's frequency
response is given by :

(7)

Restoration is necessary to obtain deblurring of images degraded by the limitations of the sensor and the intervening mediUJIl.
Hence for a linear imaging system, the object's image can be expressed as:

z(x,y) =fJ--_ h(x,y;a,fJ)x(a,f3)dad{3 + w(x,y)

where x( a,{3) is the object, z( x, y) is the image. and h(x.y; a,/3) is the PSF of the medium and optical system, where

(8)

(9)

,

~
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The proposed algorithm is an HOS-based iterative blind deconvolution, incorporating the power spectrum infomlation, where al
each iteration. the Fourier phase is updated in the HOS domain, while the Fourier modulus is updated in the autocorrelation
(serond-order statistics> domain as shown in Figure 7.

The spatial invariance property of the bispectrum22 provides some advantage for moving platforms where the.image may be
misregistered among multiple returns. Because spatial registration is unnecessary, maximum likelihood (ML) estimates for
scene matching and detection applications are feasible through ensemble averaging of multiple snapshots taken' at different
inSlaIlts or using different sensors, The use of temporally modulated illumination to reduce scauered light interference can allow
the implementaion of HOS methods under stationary statistical modeling assumptions, although illumination of complicated
objects may create local minima in the deconvolution algorithm's optimization function24. It is often necessary to use
additional constraints such as the positivity, or the image size in the cost-optimization function, to ensure convergence.
Finally, it is worthwhile to note that real-time higher-order moments and statistics can be computed in a very high-speed optical
scheme using optical and hybrid optical-digital methods in the Fourier domain (zonal filters, slits and apertures), in order to
overcome the main disadvantage of the HOS-based signal processing techniques, which is their very high computational
complexity26,27.

If !he PSF contains effects of average oceanic turbulence, camera misfocus, lens aberration, or uniform motion, the phase of
PSF is unimportant (il can be assumed identical to zero), and hence estimation of the modulation transfer function (MTF)

IH(WI' ( 2 )1 is sufficient. In aU other cases accurate phase estimation is necessary to obtain signal reconstruction, which can

not be accomplished using second-order statistics where phase recovery is ambiguous. The phase-closure property of the HOS
domain renders it a powerful tool to preserve the phase information so that non-minimum phase systems can be identified21-25,
and to overcome medium induced optical distortions. Since phase information is preserved, non-minimum phase systems are
identifiable. The disadvantage of the very high computational complexity of HOS, can be easily overcome via high-speed
optical computations of higher order moments29,

Avalid noise model in applications where the imaging system bandwidth is greater than the signal (image) barldwidth is the
multiplicative noise model. Homomorphic filtering via logarithmic, and bispectraJ transformations in the HOS domain,
transform a multiplicative and signal-dependent noise modello additive and signal independent one22. If coarse sampling is
used, such that statistical independence of adjacenl areas is achieved, the noise can be shown to be a Gaussian distribution which
is suppressed in the HOS-domain, thereby increasing the signal-to-noise ratio.

The conventional image restoration problem assumes point spread function h(x,y; a,fJ), detected image, and noise statistics

are known, while the objective is to restore the object image. Matched filtering (MF) is a powerful tool, and Wiener filter
solutions can provide the best linear mean square estimate for recognition. In this case, matched filter techniques have been
applied in the image plane \0 obtain feature extraction such as shape, contour, texture, etc.; however, a-priori information
regarding the object-target and PSF are required.

On the other hand, self-adaptive (bLind) deconvolution methods 19,20,27assume unobservable system input x(a,{3) (original

ilIIage or scene), as well as unknown medium distortion h(x, y; a,{3), i.e., unknown medium point spread function, as is the
case in most underwater imaging scenarios. All that is needed is a minimum of a-priori information regarding partial Higher
Order-Statistics UfOS) of the transmiued patterns and/or the objects-targets class. Adaptivily may also be considered, in order
to enable the system to keep track of temporal and spatial variations in the environment (varying refractive index, oceanic
turbulence, and optical scauering). Many other approaches for multiresolution image deconvolution have been introduced based
on different working spaces, e,g. the wavelet coefficients domain29. However in this case, blind deconvolution is performed in
me image plane with minimum a-priori information.
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Fig. 7. Image or signal recovery approach

}be proposed melhodology will allow recovery of:

I) the unknown nature of distortion h( x, y; a ./3), and

2) the true object image x(a,{3).

Recovery is subject to computation of me following functions:
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Second-order statistics - Power Spectrum:
2 •

P1 ( WI'(2) = IH(WI'(2)1 px(WI'(2) = H(Wl'(2)H (Wl'wJp,(w1.wJ

Higher-Drder statistics - Bispectrum :

I I
j9,(W, .w, ;~, .~,)

Bl(WI'W2;~1'~2) = Bl(WI'W2;;1'~2)e =.
= H(WI'W2)H(~1'~2)H (WI +~1;(O2 +;2)Bx((01'(02;~I'~2)

where .
Ex ((01' W2 ;;1';2) = x(WI' W2)x(~p;2)X (WI + ;1 ;CO2+ gz)

ez(WI ,W2;~1'~2) =fP( (1)1'(1)2) + fP( (1)1.(1)2) - ¢(WI +;, ;(1)2 +;2) + ex ((1)1' C02;;1 ';2)

(10)
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where Pz((O p w2). and pJ(01' (02) are the power spectra of the image and the object respectively. and Bz((01' (02) and

Ex (WI' W2 ) are lhe corresponding bispeclra.

The algorithmic deconvolution can be formulated in either the image or Fourier domains. as is well known, IL is often applied
to reflectance map images but here is intended for recovery of the SMI return. Thus. matched filtering may be performed on the
recovered SMI return or on the result after some level of matched filtering is performed. In this method. the illuminant function
is convolved with the medium spreading function and then with with the unknown target and scene.

It is worthwhile to note. that the proposed method is a nonconventional variant of the whole class of feature extraction
techniques commonly implemented in a standard reflectance image formation process; for instance, moment representation [(1

get object's shape represclltation. real-timc optical & hybrid optical-digital methods in the Fourier domain using filters. as well
as a variety of techniques and operators for extraction of shape. size. orientation, comers, curvature. roundness-compactness. and
symmetry29. Conventionally, stochastic modeling and gradient operators can achieve edge detection in the presence of noise
and image preprocessing. via contra~t stretching point operation and histogram eqUalization lhat stretch the low-contrast le¥c1~
of images with narrow histograms. The rationale for using a nonconventional method of image formation is to extract deptll

cue information directly rathcr than to attempt to recover depth cues from intensity gradients derived from highly nOIll:ohell'ii'
background\. For ca~cs where olliecl, in a scene have a textured hackground. additional feature extraction. i.e ule lex lure of UI"
objecl's surface may he nnlaillcd from reflectance llIap images. II is well known thai natural texlures arc gcnerally randoll1 ·
whereas artirl(lal Il'xIUTl" aft: "ftell de1l'nlllnislll Of perindiL' (co!llhinalinll of circular & angular slits to detecl periodiC (lr
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1
) A study of the various kinds of underwater background textures. would provide valuable a-priori

kllowledge to obtain classification of the variety of textures that exists in the underwater environment and these results would
navt: iO be considered in the context of the proposed method

S. SUMMARY

Anonconventional image formation method has been proposed and demonstrated for acquiring additional feature information
frOm underwater scenes. The method relies on the construction of spatially and temporally modulated illumination fields that
wilen convolved with the scene reflectance and geometry provides added information regarding the scene content. To frrst order,
lemporal modulation reduces the noncoherent background and increases signal 10 noise ratio at a given range. The temporal
and spatial information may be coherently detected to achieve detection when sufficient a-priori information is available.
Higher order statistical methods are feasible for recovery of phase and amplitude information and are suited for more complete
reconstruction of the information being returned by the detection system.
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